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SUBJECT: TRIP REPORT - SHORT COURSE: FIELD METHODS IN WELL
LOGGING FOR ENGINEERING AND HYDROGEOLOGIC APPLICATIONS

I attended an intensive five day short course concerning well logging
which was presented at Wright State University in Dayton, Ohio from August 16
to August 20. This course was one of many summer field courses sponsored by
Wright State University and the National Water Well Association. The program
consisted of classroom lectures, operating logging equipment, logging holes
in the field, and interpreting logs, all under the direct supervision of
Dr. Keys and Dr. Paillet of the U.S. Geological Survey.

This course was comprehensive in its coverage of logging and effectively
focused on applications to hydrogeology. A useful balance was obtained
between lectures, interpretation exercises and field work. This made the
course both interesting and practical. Equipment malfunctions occured and
were responsible for some wasted time. This experience, however, is typical
of field work and contributed a realistic flavor to the course. I definitely
recommend this course for those in HLW who need to know the current
principles and practices in logging for groundwater studies.

Attachment 1 lists the topics and activities of the course and Attachment 2
gives a summary background of the two instructors. I have summarized in
Attachment 3 some key observations concerning logging and hydrogeology. I
have also discussed some concerns and recommendations related to DOE's site
screening in the Palo Duro basin of Texas and general fracture characterization
techniques which could be particularly useful at Hanford and Yucca Mountain.
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Attachment 1
Course Content

Monday, August 16

Tuesday, August 17

Wednesday, August 18

o Introduction - overview & objectives

o The log measurement concept - bulk
properties and the sample volume

o Typical logging systems - basic components

o Calibration - theory, test pits, & field
standards

o The basic log responses used in
hydrogeology

o Excercises and many short interpretation
examples

o Temperature logging & temperature logs

o The caliper log

o Flowmeter logging

° The WSU test hole - the drillers log

o Sonic logs - basic theory, the Wylie time
average equation

o Log digitization

° Cross plots and other statistical methods

o Field exercise: temperature & caliper logs

o Introduction to electric logs

o Basic theory - formation factor & Archie's
law

0 Tool configurations
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Thursday, August 19

Friday, August 20

Overview of petroleum logging applications
- how they differ from hydrogelogic
applications

Treating special effects: thin beds,
shaliness & invasion

SP (self potential) logs

Interpretation of water quality

Field exercise: Single point resistivity &
SP logs

Introduction to nuclear logs

Nuclear statistics & time constants

Basic theory: particle fluxes & their
attenuation

Natural gamma emission & gamma log
interpretation

Gamma density logs & their calibration

Neutron logs - slowing & absorbtion of
epithermal neutrons

Field exercise: gamma density & natural
gamms logs

Special topics in advanced well logging -
overview

Some more about digitization & manipulation
of borehole data sets

Borehole imaging - impression packers,
acoustic televiewer & down-hole television

Automated log interpretation - solution of
coupled log equations by computer
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o Gamma spectral logs

o Presentation of field log interpretation

° Interpretation exercise
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Attachment 2

The Instructors

W. Scott Keys is chief of the Borehole Geophysics Research Project, U. S.
Geological Survey, Denver, Colorado. He directs a broad program of
research in well log analysis and equipment development for application
to groundwater problems and specializes in nuclear logging. Fred Paillet
is a geophysicist with the Borehole Geophysics Research Project, U. S.
Geologic Survey. He has been conducting basic research in the
application of a acoustic logs and groundwater problems.
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Attachment 3
Significant Observations Relevant to the WMHT Program

1) Each geophysical log separately records a particular bulk property of
the rock or fluid. No one log can give all the answers needed for
hydrogeology; therefore, many logs analyzed or interpreted together
is the only way to make correct interpretations. Digitizing and
computer analysis is the best aid in log synthesis. Combining log
data with geologic, hydrogeologic, and hydrochemical data is essential
for a comprehensive investigation.

2) Logs aid in determining the following parameters: (1) total
porosity, (2) effective porosity, (3) density, (4) sand/shale ratio,
(5) permeability, (6) hydraulic conductivity, (7) transmissivity,
(8) water quality (9) hydrostratigraphic units, (10) unit contacts,
boundaries, depths, thickness, and lithology; and (11) structural
heterogeneities.

3) Logs are particularly useful for characterization since they measure
the properties of a large volume of rock surrounding a borehole.
This can amount to many feet depending on the method. Therefore,
they are more useful than a point measurement taken in the area
disturbed by the drilling.

4) Logs play a key role in boreholes which have not been cored and
instead drilled for optimum hydrogeologic testing. In this case
logs are the only means to identify units, their properties and
determine which intervals and depth of intervals to test. Accurate
identification of correlative units for testing is necessary for the
comparison of test results in one unit from one hole to another.

5) There are differnce in which logs are most effective out of a suite
of logs run in a fresh groundwater system (water supply studies)
versus a saline groundwater system (oil exploration studies). Also,
difference exist in how some logs are interpreted between fresh or
saline systems. This is important to our program since both NTS and
BWIP are, for logging purposes, fresh water systems while all of
the salt sites are combined fresh and saline systems.

6) Many of the common logging methods can be used in the unsatuated zone.
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7) The recent development of digital recording allows for a great
variety of data processing and analysis methods all of which make
interpretation more powerful.

8) Calibration and field standardization of logs has not been a major
concern to logging industry. One can not assume that calibiation
will be done at all or done correctly; therefore, it must be
specified in contracts and should be a major question in any program

review. Furthermore, the logging service companies have a poor
record for quality control of their work. There are many problems
in the basic data resulting from (1) either total lack or incomplete
logging specifications for a project (2) equipment malfunctions, or

(3) operator error. All of these require much attention and
control by the investigator who will be using the results and
should be considered in investigation reviews.

9) While this course focused on hydrogeology geophysical logging also

clearly applies to other technical areas such as geology,
geochemistry and geomechanics. For example, logging contributes
extensively to geologic studies, including structure, stratigraphy,
lithofacies analysis, and mineralogy, In geochemistry natural
gamma logging is useful in identifying the cation exchange capacity of

units and minerals with high water content (ex., gypsum and clays). In

geomechanics logging is useful for identifying minerals susceptable
to volume change, fracture distributions, and mechanical properties
related to porosity, density, and acoustic velocity travel time.

10) Logs have been a major technique used in mapping salt purity in the

Palo Duro Basin. This was a key factor in determining the locations
for further DOE/ONWI studies in the Palo Duro Basin. Initial
inspection of the Palo Duro salt purity mapping reveals some
potential inaccuracies with the method used. First, the salt purity

was determined solely by API counts of the natural gamma logs.
Geologists from the Texas Bureau of Economic Geology calibrated
their natural gamma log to their salt core. Stone & Webster used
this core calibration to interpret old oil exploration logs
throughout the basin. There are numerous potential problems with this

method: (1) the old oil exploration logs might not have been properly
calibrated or not calibrated at all, (2) different tools with different

responses were used in each hole, (3) the holes logged were probably
of different diameters and some might have had casing, which would
reduce the gamma counts. Also the time constant, (time period over

which counts are averaged for a single recorded data point) and the
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logging speed were most likely different. Each of the above factors
separately can change the log. Combined they could result in logs so
different that only qualitative work can be done with them (i.e.,
general identification of lithology and correlation). Therefore,
it seems that the quantitative work done by DOE does not yield
meaningful results. These problems were discussed with the instructor,
Dr. Keys, who also concluded that such quantitative work is pushing the
data beyond the limits of usefulness. Therefore, the DOE/ONWI Palo Duro
Basin screening results have a high degree of uncertainty and confimatory
logging or coring should be done.

11) The acoustic televiewer, a specialized logging method, would be
useful for detecting and characterizing fractures at Hanford. It is a
state-of-the-art technique used extensively by the U. S. Geological
Survey and compared to other techniques. It is presently the most
effective logging technique for detecting fractures and cavities in
a borehole. This method might also compliment the geotomography
method being developed at LLL. This should be investigated.

12) NRC should review the DOE logging programs where they are considered
to be critical elements of a charcterization program. NRC should
check (1) the type of logging method used for the particular issues
and system, (2) calibration and field standardization, (3) corrections
to the data, (4) how the logs are analyzed and interpreted and (5) how
there are being used together with other data.

13) Both instructors, Keys and Paillet, would probably be willing to do
consulting work for NRC. Both have worked for the Canadian HLW
program and are currently focusing on logging in fractured rock.


